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This research has carried on the more comprehensive research to the present
domestic and foreign dance teaching present situation, has analyzed the traditional
teaching pattern the superiority and the inferiority. Through the investigation and study
of a dancing school, the author puts forward that the teaching platform of "Moocs" in
dance theory must be built on a leading technical framework so as to ensure the
advancement of the whole system. In view of the teaching methods and current situation
of dance, video and teaching at home and abroad, this paper expounds the construction
requirements, construction background and construction significance of the teaching
platform of dancing theory; This paper analyzes and summarizes the characteristics of
the teaching platform of "Moocs" in dance theory, and gives the functional requirements
of the platform; The dance theory "Moocs" teaching platform for overall design; The
teaching platform of dancing theory "Moocs" is realized; Finally, the dance theory
"Moocs" teaching platform is tested.
At present, the theory of "dance teaching platform construction system of Moocs"
work has been completed, to achieve the effective management of dance teaching
teaching resources, improve the efficiency and quality of the dance teaching, to achieve
the desired effect, Through the "Moocs" of teaching resource management, the function
of one-stop service to build the teaching, make dance learning more convenient, but also
facilitate the dance lovers to enjoy the dance video of the classroom teaching, let
students feel and experience whenever and wherever possible the dance theory "Moocs"
teaching platform of the rich stable service.
At the same time also want to dance theory "Moocs" teaching as an example of the
development of the "Moocs" teaching system, will effectively promote in schools and
other institutions, the school curriculum is focused on this platform, the application of















universities dance "Moocs" business growth, combined with the line to improve the
quality of teaching online interactive teaching.
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